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Being an assistant from afar provides a flexible option.
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A decade ago, Bonnie Taylor-Wachowicz was an unhappy administrative assistant. The pay was low,

her manager often took credit for her ideas and her opportunities for advancement were limited.

After a decade of "toxic workplaces and toxic people," Taylor-Wachowicz felt frustrated and stuck. "My

self-confidence was almost non-existent by the time I stepped away from the corporate world."

But in 1999, Taylor-Wachowicz received an unexpected gift: She was laid off. Unsure of what she

wanted to do -- but certain she wanted to be her own boss and spend more time with family -- she

enrolled in AssistU, a training program for virtual assistants (VAs). Working from home, she could

choose whom she worked for, what she charged, and the kind of work she did.

For nearly a decade, her company, Taylor Made Time, provided traditional virtual assistant services -

- such as bookkeeping, appointment booking, or desktop publishing -- but in the last year, she has

decided to focus on virtual career coaching and small business consulting.

Like Taylor, Vancouver's Karen Bowman grew tired of the corporate scene around the start of the

millennium.

Since the age of 18, she has worked in formal office environments, rising from administrative jobs to

roles concerning communications, project management and computer support. "I found that as much

as I liked what I was doing, I found it frustrating," Bowman says.

Though she saw possible solutions to workplace problems, she didn't have the authority to make

changes.

Her career took an unexpected twist when one of the department's directors left to start her own

management training company in 2002. "She asked me if I'd be interested in working off the side of

my desk to help her out," Bowman says. The two agreed on a rate and Bowman began to work for her

former colleague virtually.

The business grew steadily thanks to word-of-mouth advertising, and Bowman decided to work as a

virtual assistant exclusively. With two young children, the flexible work made life easier.

"It's a business I enjoy fitting around my life, rather than having my life fit around my business,"

Bowman says.

Eventually Bowman grew too busy to handle all of her clients on her own, which was starting to defeat

the purpose of working as a VA.

"I got to the point where I had more work than time, and I realized I could go two directions: one, scale
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down, or two, go big. I thought, 'Why not go big?'"

To expand her company, she hired a couple of former colleagues to work with her, and opted to

branch into consulting as well, to help companies create virtual workforce strategies.

Despite the layoffs and budgetary restrictions facing many companies, Bowman has not seen an

upswing in demand for her services. Workers, on the other hand, often approach her looking for

virtual work.

Though the virtual work trend is at least a decade old, Canadian companies have been slow to

embrace it. "My feeling is that it's a natural resistance to change," Bowman says.

The main concerns revolve around communication and trust, she figures, since managers are used to

supervising workers in plain sight. "If they're not outside my door, how do I know they're producing?"

Bowman says.

There can also be a negative association with overseas outsourcing, she says: "Outsourcing has

become a bad word. It's associated with taking jobs away from Canadians or qualified people who are

worth what they're charging."

However, the money saved by outsourcing to virtual assistants can be significant, Bowman says.

Having a contractor take on some of the work can mean decreasing the square footage of physical

office space needed (and thus, rent and utilities) and not paying as much in employee benefits, for

instance.

Converting a brick-and-mortar employee into a virtual worker can also provide a way for companies to

deal with knowledge loss as baby boomers retire. Small and medium-sized companies can benefit

from virtual assistants since they often don't have the funds to hire a full-time staff member. Having an

employee with a disability work virtually can also be far less expensive than making accommodations

in a physical work space.

Eventually, Bowman figures virtual work will become mainstream, but employers need to be educated

about the phenomenon.

She figures we're not yet at the "tipping point," and expects it'll take another five or 10 years for the

phenomenon to catch on. "The change is coming."
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